What does good classroom assessment look like in the contemporary university? What kinds of assessment-related activities encourage productive student learning processes? How do excellent teachers manage assessment? These are some of the issues discussed in my recent book *Excellence in University Assessment: Learning from award-winning practice* (Carless, 2015a).

In the book, I frame the discussion with the concept of learning-oriented assessment: assessment with a primary focus on promoting productive student learning processes. In learning-oriented assessment, learning comes first (literally!). Learning-oriented assessment is worth distinguishing from other related terminologies, such as formative and summative assessment.

The formative/summative distinction has a long lineage dating back to Scriven (1967) but risks downplaying the need for summative assessment to encourage productive learning. Other potentially useful terminologies: assessment for/of/as learning can end up becoming an exercise in prepositions! The essence of learning-oriented assessment is that all assessment whether predominantly summative or formative in orientation is focused on developing effective student learning processes (Carless, 2015b).

Learning-oriented assessment involves three inter-related components. First, productive assessment task design when students are assessed on meaningful tasks which require higher order learning outcomes. Second, activities which support students in developing understandings of what quality work looks like: going beyond rubrics and lists of criteria to explore quality academic performance. And third, approaches to feedback processes which focus less on telling and more on entering into different forms of dialogue about student work, so that students are primed to engage with and act on feedback messages.

The three components of this learning-oriented assessment framework served as a lens to analyze the practices of five teachers who had been awarded internal or external awards for teaching excellence. These teachers came from the disciplines of Architecture, Business, Geology, History and Law. The critical analysis of their practice and students’ perceptions of it facilitate the portrayal of assessment in context.

For instance, one of the key features of assessment task design was authentic assessment or what I prefer to call ‘assessment mirroring real-life applications of the discipline’. Architecture students designed a village house. Business students tried to sell their innovative product ideas through assessed oral presentations. Geology students engaged in experiential learning through field trips. History students visited a museum of their own choice and analyzed how
history was portrayed. Law students went to Court to observe legal debate in context and wrote up their reflections.

A striking issue in the design of assessment was student flexibility and choice. Students felt empowered to develop their best performance when they had some autonomy in what they worked on and how they approached assessment tasks. Students could often choose topics; there was also some flexibility between individual, pair and group assignments. The History professor permitted web-based presentations as alternatives to traditional essays. Students could upload work in progress to Facebook if they wished to interact via social media. In Law, students had the option of adjusting the weighting of their examination performance by carrying out alternative assessment tasks.

In relation to the second element of learning-oriented assessment: how students come to appreciate what quality work looks like, students did not find rubrics particularly useful. Lists of criteria in a standardized form were perceived as vague and repetitive. Furthermore, students often did not feel that the rubric represented how they would actually be assessed. They felt that in reality, criteria would be outweighed by teachers’ personal feelings and subjective preferences. This resulted in students trying to identify what individual teachers sought: a phenomenon identified as long ago as the 1960s (Becker et al., 1968).

Instead, students expressed positive perceptions of the analysis of samples of student work. Such exemplars could help students understand what was required and what quality academic performance looked like. Productive dialogues about exemplars could help students articulate their judgments of student work; discuss how samples could be improved; and relate them to their own work in progress. Students also expressed a wish for more teachers to analyze samples during class.

Feedback is an essential component of progress but difficult to carry out effectively in undergraduate education. Challenges include timeliness, ability to act on feedback and the inevitable emotional consequences of assessment (Evans, 2013). Possible ways forward are centered on dialogic feedback processes. These include peer review, internal feedback (inner dialogue) to promote self-regulation and technology-facilitated dialogue. These strategies are consistent with the principal goal of feedback as supporting students in refining their capacities to self-evaluate their work in progress.

So in brief, what might good assessment look like? It should entail assessment tasks which encourage higher order thinking and deep approaches to learning. Students would need to be actively involved in generating, applying or engaging with criteria and quality. For feedback as dialogue to be carried out effectively, feedback processes need to reduce the burden on teachers and make students more pro-active in generating and using feedback. Importantly, to implement a learning-oriented assessment approach shared expertise around meaningful assessment needs to be developed for both faculty and students: an ongoing challenge and possible future agenda.
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